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Manufactured by Hymer France, the Hymer 
T-Class range consists of three models, the
largest of which has the option of a Mercedes
chassis in place of the standard Fiat offering.
We all imagine Hymers to be two things:
German and high quality. However, the Hymer
group of companies has businesses in several
European countries and it would seem

perfectly reasonable to manufacture this range
in the land that could be described as the
notional home of the low-profile motorhome.
The second half of the equation - quality - is
paramount, not just for brand image but for
customer satisfaction, and I looked forward to
checking out the integrity of a Hymer built in
France. Smallest of the T-Class range, the

T575 holds no surprises as far as design is
concerned. The simple looking low-profile
bodywork uses the tones of grey and blue that
have become familiar to Hymer spotters. This
subtle colour scheme is - to my eye - very
successful as it looks great and marks the
brand out from the rest of the (big white box)
pack. There are no surprises inside either, with
a classic dinette and kitchen, ahead of fixed
bed and washroom layout. 

Travelling on
Pick-up point for this test was Hymer UK near
Preston and I had planned a round trip via the
Caravan Club’s site at Southport, taking in
fast A-roads, country lanes and motorway 
en route; perfect to test the capabilities of this
six-metre ’van. The Hymer bodywork sits
comfortably on a Fiat Ducato platform cab
(like a chassis cab but with a factory-fitted
steel floor and wheel arches to provide the
platform mentioned in its title). The Ducato
cab is remarkable from the outside only in the
fact that Hymer have replaced the front grille
with their own version; large cut-out letters let
air through to the radiator. No one will be in
any doubt that it’s a Hymer, and many may
never realize it’s a Fiat.

Jump into the cab and you’re faced with
that oh-so-familiar dash. In this case it looks
very smart - with silver surrounds to the air
vents and the mock-wood trim that comes as
part of the standard (as in not optional) UK
Plus Pack. This is a selection of six simple
extras like removable carpet and a painted
front spoiler. After I’d got over the surprise
that the test ’van’s spoiler was still black, 

GETTING IT DOWN TO A ‘T’
Hymer T575 on 2.3JTD Fiat Ducato 15
Dave Hurrell is intrigued by the concept of a Hymer built in France
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In the cab, smart silver trim breaks up the usual grey plastic colour scheme. Hymer also adds mock wood and upholsters
the seats to match the caravan.
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I came to the conclusion that nearly 900 quid
for half a dozen bits and bobs is a bit on the
steep side - check the specification and see if
you agree. Standard cab seats are retrimmed
to match the rest of the upholstery and the
driver’s provides enough adjustment to allow
a good driving position. The adjustable
steering column - while limited in movement 
- allows fine tuning, especially in respect of
getting a good view of the dials. Lurking
under the bonnet was the latest Fiat Ducato
engine, the 2.3-litre JTD. Said to be willing
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Rear passengers benefit from an engine-driven heater
with its own controls.

Looking forwards we can see the flyscreened caravan door on the offside, with kitchen up front. Pullman dinette is
opposite.

and economical, this motor packs all the right
technology. Computer-controlled engine
management, turbocharger and intercooler
combine to produce 110 horses - I couldn’t
wait to try it out. 

Performance gave a lie to the six-miles-
from-new odometer reading and this ’van was
an out-and-out pleasure to drive with no
impression of engine tightness. The latest
incarnation of the dash-change gearbox
combined wonderfully with an eagerness to
rev and plenty of torque. The usual excellent
brakes, steering and handling of the Ducato,
coupled with this superb new engine, and
bodywork with minimal rear overhang, meant
driving could be summed up in one word 

- fun! Every type of road condition was tried
and - as it turned out - nearly every type of
weather as well. In spite of gale-force winds
and a hailstorm on the M6, the T-Class
remained unruffled, with little susceptibility to
the considerable sidewinds. 

So I’m having fun, but what about rear
seat passengers? The forward-facing
passenger seat is mounted on a strong steel
frame and equipped with two seat belts, but
alas only the inside seat has a three-point belt
with the other making do with a lap restraint.
Good news is that on-road heating is
provided, courtesy of a fan-assisted matrix
mounted in the base of the rearward-facing
dinette seat. This unit, sensibly, has its own

Looking back into one of the most popular Continental layouts, with kitchen and dinette ahead of washroom and fixed double bed.
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controls for temperature and fan speed. On-
road noise from the caravan was minimal in
spite of a light load, a testament to Hymer
France’s build integrity.

Do the Continental
Execution rather than innovation is the key
word here - this layout can be seen in
different models from different manufacturers,
most of them from mainland Europe.
Continental handing of the caravan bodywork
means you enter the caravan via the UK
offside. A robust electric step stows neatly in
the side skirt. A press of the push-button
control just inside the door sees it fold out to
provide a surface less likely to break your
ankles than many others. But I was
disappointed to discover that neither
automatic retraction nor a warning buzzer was
provided for when the ignition was turned on.
It could be far too easy to hit the road with
the step still deployed - where untold damage
might be done. 

The strong-looking caravan door has an
excellent, folding flyscreen, which is part of
the optimistically-priced ‘Plus Pack’. 

Ambience inside is pleasant, with the
‘Panama’ soft furnishings and Alder finish
woodwork striking a good balance between
Teutonic and Gallic - functional and
comfortable. The layout is simple: a front
nearside dinette sits opposite the kitchen,
while in the rear, the nearside fixed double bed
sees wardrobe ahead of washroom opposite.
Hymer’s own wind-up, Heki-style rooflight lives
above the dinette area and does its job well,
illuminating the interior with natural daylight.
Continental-style nets hang at all the windows
bar the kitchen and washroom; they are
partnered with curtains that close properly
rather than the simply decorative items found
in many imported ’vans.

Snack attack
Cramming kitchen, dining, fixed double bed
and separate shower/washroom into a ’van
that just breaks the six-metre barrier is a great
achievement, but as they say ‘something’s
gotta give’ and the most noticeable
‘something’ is the diminutive kitchen. 

Definitely not a delight to the ambitious
cook, who has just a two-burner hob to cook
on with no grill or oven and little space to fit
one. Separate work surface is non-existent
and the hinged glass covers over the hob and
drainer-less sink are essential. Turn around
though, and you have the dining table within
easy reach so, as long as you pre-prep as
much as possible, swearing should be kept to
a minimum. The star of the show is the big
AES (automatic energy selection) fridge,
complete with full-width freezer compartment.
This is a £288 cost option and could be worth
the extra dosh, as its ‘turn it on and forget it’
feature is excellent. I usually do the opposite -
forget it and don’t turn it on - in my ’van! The
rest of the kitchen is good. Two high-level
lockers get shelves and there is a large cutlery
drawer and cupboard with slide-out basket
and door-mounted waste bin below. A neat,
extractor fan unit is mounted under the high-
level lockers. It has built-in fluorescent lighting
and 12V and 230V sockets. So, in addition to
the usual cook’s paraphernalia, equip yourself
with a griddle pan, a stove-top toaster and
you could find good cooking here is perfectly
possible.

The dining room
The classic Pullman dinette. The title gives the
impression that it can do its job well and this
one is no exception. In time-honoured
fashion, the two bench seats face a generous
table that attaches to a wall-mounted runner,
allowing the table to slide for easier access.
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The drainer-less sink has a folding mixer tap and hinged, glass lid. A large cutlery drawer hides the gas isolation taps and
the cupboard below has a waste bin and slide-out basket. Two-burner, manual ignition hob sits above the large AES fridge.

Simple and effective, the Pullman dinette works very well.
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Excellent dining capability means two people
can dine in comfort with room for four to eat,
drink or play games.

Wot no lounge?
Fixed bed ’vans are great - it’s just there
waiting for you with no cushion shuffling, no
lugging bedding out of lockers... As I said,
something’s gotta give. The kitchen may be
small but the lounge is non-existent, owing
really to the presence of that pesky fixed bed.
It’s a love ’em or hate ’em situation here -
with me firmly in the first category. Not the
best set-up for formal entertaining, this ’van
works best for a couple with a flexible
approach to relaxation. Use the dinette for
sitting to work, or read with a drink, and take
the Bohemian approach to feet-up relaxing by
using the bed. I would add a throw and a pile
of sumptuous cushions to bring a touch of
decadence to the experience.

The washroom
The washroom uses clever design to provide
an excellent range of facilities in a small
space. The curved, tambour door slides inside
the room and needs no external opening arc.
This allows the adjacent bed to be wider at its
foot with less of a cut-off than many others.
The omnipresent swivel-bowl loo has electric
flush and is joined by many other practical
features. The typically Continental clear
window lets light flood in but do anything in
here other than comb your hair and you’ll
want to close the blind. This is a bit daft really
and I would try to replace the ‘glass’ with a
translucent version to take advantage of

natural daylight without being seen. 
The basin is a vanity-style unit with a

sensible semi-retained plug. It’s served by a
domestic-style mixer tap and set into a

practical counter top, with space to deposit
toiletries while making the most of your
assets. Above are two mirrors, one large and
angled down, one smaller and straight ahead.
Someone was thinking when they designed
these, as the downward angle of the large one
allows checking of your overall elegance at
least as far down as your waist. Two curved-
door cupboards are in evidence. The smaller
one above the basin is equipped with
adjustable steel baskets, a travel-friendly way
to store cosmetics. The one below the basin
is large and has space for things like cleaning
materials and toilet roll. 

Icing on the cake in here is the separate
shower, which in a ’van this small is unusual.
Being separate it’s more likely to get regular
use as it doesn’t make a swimming pool out
of the whole washroom (like those non-
separate showers that most of us never use).
A folding rigid door, an adjustable shower
head and a tap that holds a preset
temperature, combine with handy hooks and
a waterproof fluorescent light to make
showering both practical and comfortable.
This area is topped off with a roof vent to
make it close to perfect. Even the one-outlet
shower tray has a moulded channel to help
you guide the last drops of wet stuff down the
plug. There is only one real drawback to this
excellent, practical washroom and that is the
small amount of general floor space once the
sliding door is shut. If you’re bigger than my
five-foot-eleven medium frame you may have
difficulty, but it has to be said that good use
of space and thoughtful design makes for a
super washroom in a small space.

HYMER T575 ON 2.3JTD FIAT DUCATO 15
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The washroom with separate shower packs a lot into a small space. Floor area is the
only casualty. The clear washroom window is a Continental favourite but potentially
embarrassing.

Curved-door cupboard above the basin has clever
adjustable shelves. I doubt if the mains socket located in
here complies with UK regulations.

Fixed double bed is the centrepiece of the layout. This one will be very comfortable for
anyone under six foot tall.
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Bedroom
A fixed double bed dominates the whole
interior design of this motorhome. Most
buyers will be specifically looking for this
feature, and so its comfort and convenience is
paramount. 

The same size-ist comment about the
washroom applies here too. This bed (and
its partner that’s made from the dinette) are
only six feet long, so if you’re taller than me
you may not get a good night’s sleep. I,
however, slept like a log on the interior
sprung mattress, which rests on an alloy-
framed sprung-stave base. The bed does
taper to only three feet wide at its foot but
this is executed with a subtle curve rather
than a chopped-off corner. Sleeping on the
shorter side, I stayed comfortable all night
and didn’t wake up with bits of me on the
floor! 

The second double bed is created - like
many of its ilk - by dropping the dinette table
and adding one backrest to the seat cushions
along with two infills. One infill bridges the
last gap in the main area, the other (long and
rigid) sits lengthways on two pullout frames.
Another comfortable six-foot double is made.
Alternatively you could leave the large
(difficult to store) infill at home and still create
a generous single. 

If you do have friends or relatives to stay
you’ll be grateful for the pull-out privacy
curtain that emerges from its stowage slot
beside the wardrobe. This closes off the rear
bed and washroom area but I was not
impressed with the lightweight material used -

it matches the rest of the curtains but should
have at least been lined to make it more
substantial. 

In the cab, a clever pull-up blind covers
the windscreen at night and curtains draw
across the cab side windows. These too
should be lined as, unlike the rest of the
curtains, they have no blinds to back them
up and let in too much light come the dawn.
One niggle was the fact that the screws
fixing the rails - both here and on the room
divider - were too proud and each curtain
runner fouled them as you tried to deploy the
drapes. Maybe they used the wrong screws
by mistake. Needless to say, this is not
something you expect to find in a Hymer. 

The storeroom
Lots of things get put under the bed at home
and you can do the same here too. No prizes
for guessing there’s an enormous storage
space under the bed. Lifting the alloy bed
frame on its gas struts reveals the expected
cavernous space, where you can store all
those large essentials out of sight. Outside
access is provided by a hatch in the side
corner, which I feel is a bit small. I would like
to see a larger hatch in the rear panel to
improve this access. Ubiquitous overhead
lockers line the walls and all are shelved -
very practical. To the left of the washroom
door is the wardrobe. It is everything you
would expect a motorhome wardrobe to be;
spacious and useful with the added benefit of
residual heat from the Truma Combi boiler in
its base. 

The services
At the heart of the Hymer’s service sector lies
the Truma Combi heating unit. This gas-only
box of tricks is switched by a combined on/off
and temperature control on the wall adjacent
to the caravan door. Hot water capacity is a
healthy 12 litres and blown-air outlets in the
living area, washroom and shower ensure
you’ll stay warm as toast. One option I would
go for is a mains element for the water heater.
It’s a real luxury to have constant hot water
when on mains hook-up (after all, you’ve
probably paid for the lecky anyway). 

The water system consists of a good
capacity inboard tank and two underslung
waste tanks. These can be insulated and
heated if required, another good option to
choose if you intend year-round use. Waste
plumbing is a joy. Large bore rigid pipework
connects to the tanks and the outlets are
equally large with sensible, easy access drain
valves. A decent extension hose is supplied
making draining down a simple exercise even
when you can’t get right over the waste water
dump point. All this kit is inexpensive,
standard, plumbing fare and why some other
manufacturers don’t fit it is beyond me. 

The 12V system is easy to use with its
control panel above the caravan door. The
panel is more comprehensive than many,
showing the usual battery and fresh water
levels, but including switchable level readings
for both of the waste tanks. 

The gas locker has capacity for two 13kg
bottles, giving you plenty of gas for longer
trips. 

Aside from the aforementioned kitchen and
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Drop the table and add infills for a second six-foot double.

Underbed storage is massive, the only protrusion being the nearside wheel-arch box. Waste tank drainage as it should be. Easy access, strong and simple to use.

Well-designed gas locker has space for two large
cylinders. The mains hook-up inlet has a lockable colour-
coordinated cover. The matching cover to the right hides
the fresh water filler.
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shower fluorescents, the rest of the lighting is
taken care of by a range of adjustable
halogen spots and filament downlighters. At
night there is plenty of illumination with the
ability to create a really cozy atmosphere. 

Last but not least is the subject of keys and
- oh joy of joys - this Hymer has just two. One
for the Fiat bit and one for the caravan bit. 

Quality counts
In the almost 20-foot class of low-profile
motorhomes the Hymer T575 competes with
ease. It is well screwed together (as you
would expect a Hymer to be). More than that,
it benefits from sensible design that means
everything works properly. Most of its
shortcomings are the result of putting a lot of
motorhome into a compact overall length. Of
course, these shortcomings become assets
when it comes to driving and parking. It’s a
win-win situation really. Hymer France gets a
pat on the back for maintaining the perceived
standards of the brand, and the buyer can
anticipate a competent motorhome. 

HYMER T575 ON 2.3JTD FIAT DUCATO 15
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Controllable range of lighting creates a cosy night-time
atmosphere.

In brief

Base vehicle: Fiat Ducato 15 platform cab 
Engine type: Four-cylinder 2.3-litre common-
rail turbo diesel
Output: 81kW (110bhp) @3600rpm
Gearbox and drive: Five-speed manual
gearbox, front-wheel drive 
Make and model: Hymer T575 
Body type and construction: Low-profile
coachbuilt, sandwich construction with alloy
skin. Alloy roof, rear panel and skirts. GRP
overcab section 
Conversion badged as EN1646 compliant: No
Electrical equipment: Mains hook-up feeding
RCD and MCBs, charger and 80 amp hr gel
leisure battery. Three unswitched UK-type
mains sockets, three 12V DC sockets
Lighting: One fluorescent in kitchen. Two
adjustable halogen spots in dinette, two
filament downlighters in rooflight above. One
downlighter and one adjustable halogen at head
of fixed bed. Two downlighters in washroom,
one fluorescent in shower  
Cooking facilities: Smev two-burner draining
hob – no spark ignition
Refrigerator: Electrolux RM6405L automatic
energy selection (AES) with full-width freezer
compartment. 97 litres capacity  
Water heater: Truma Trumatic Combi C3402
(gas only), 12-litre capacity  

Fresh water tank: Inboard 120-litre 
Waste water tanks: Rear: underslung 60-litre.
Front: underslung 40-litre 
Space heating: Truma Trumatic C3402 Combi
(gas only). Blown-air outlets in living area,
washroom and shower  
Gas locker capacity: Two 13kg cylinders
Rear restraints: Two to forward-facing dinette
seat. Nearside three-point, offside lap only 
Additional features: Flyscreen door, electric
step, wind-up sunroof, removable carpets to cab
and living area, central locking to cab doors,
radio/cassette with rear speakers 

Dimensions
Overall length: 6.06m (19ft 9in)
Overall width: 2.27m (7ft 5.5in)
Overall height: 2.8m (9ft 2in)
Interior height: 1.98m (6ft 6in)
Bed dimensions:
Dinette double: 1.83m x 1.27m (6ft x 4ft 2in)
Fixed rear double 1.83m x 1.27m, tapers to
915mm (6ft x 4ft 2in tapers to 3ft) 
Max authorized weight: 3400kg 
Load capacity: 400kg standard model

Price (all prices include VAT)
Standard model: £34,086 on the road (includes
non-optional Plus Pack)
As tested: £35,412 on the road (includes non-
optional Plus Pack and options starred below)

Note: UK spec Plus Pack includes removable
carpets, wood trim dash, radio wiring kit with
rear speakers, flyscreen door, driver’s area mat
and painted front spoiler (£896) 

Optional extras
(starred items fitted to test vehicle)
Base vehicle options: ABS brakes (£569),
3500kg chassis (£278), 2.8 JTD engine (£700),
cab air-conditioning (£1038)*, rear mud flaps
(£35), alloy wheels (£606), towbar (£687)    
Caravan options: L-shaped seating (£380),
choice of upholstery fabric (POA), roof rack and
ladder (from £115-£226), two-bike rack (£192),
manual rear steadies (£211), Omnistor 5000 3m
awning (£579), motorcycle rack (£840), security
lock for caravan door (£115), SOG toilet fan
(£165), porch light (£96), CD changer (£272),
GPS navigation system (£1958), additional
sockets (POA), additional leisure battery (£230),
mains water heating (£303), external gas point
(£138), external shower (£161), 100-litre
insulated waste water tank (£380), AES
refrigerator (£288)* 

Hymer T575 kindly supplied for evaluation by:
Hymer UK, Blackpool Road, Clifton, 
Preston Lancs PR4 OXN 
(tel: 01772 684619; 
e-mail: sales@hymeruk.com; 
web site: www.hymeruk.com) E & OE
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